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Grounded Designs for Online and Hybrid Learning: Trends and Technologies John
Wiley & Sons
"This book offers professional teacher educators a rare opportunity to harvest the
thinking of pioneering colleagues spanning dozens of universities, and to benefit
from the creativity, scholarship, hard work, and reflection that led them to the models
they describe"--Provided by publisher.
Development and Management of Virtual Schools Harper Collins
Make sure your students get the most from their online learning experiences Even though nearly every
K-12 public school in the United States has broadband Internet access, the Web’s vast potential as a
teaching and learning tool has still not been realized. Web-based learning opportunities have been
expensive, slow to develop, and time-consuming to implement, despite pressure on schools to adopt
technology solutions that will cure their educational ills. Web-Based Learning in K-12 Classrooms:
Opportunities and Challenges chronicles the up and downs of online learning and offers unique insights
into its future, providing a comprehensive, curriculum-wide treatment of K-12 content areas (reading,
science, mathematics, social studies), special education, counseling, virtual schools, exemplary schools,
implementation issues, and educational Web sites. The Internet represents a powerful, complex set of
technologies that offers your students access to unlimited knowledge—but that access doesn’t replace
the human interactions found in classrooms. Placing a student in front of a computer monitor is a
supplement to classroom learning, not a substitute for it. Academics and education professionals address
questions surrounding the key issues involved in successfully incorporating the wide range of Web-based
learning opportunities (formal courses, demonstrations, simulations, collaborations, searches) into the
classroom, including technology, content, and implementation. Web-Based Learning in K-12
Classrooms examines: inquiry-based learning online interaction displaying student work online Internet
accessibility for students with disabilities initiating school counselors into e-learning technologies the role
of government in virtual schools Web-based schools in California, Virginia, Pennsylvania, Vermont, and
Texas a 13-category classification system for online educational resources the ATLAS model for program
implementation evaluations of more than 1,000 pieces of online information (articles, research, reports,
news, and statistics) and 900 Web applications (tutorials, drills, games, and tests) with evaluation criteria
Web-Based Learning in K-12 Classrooms is a vital resource for educators interested in online learning
applications across the K-12 curriculum.
Handbook of Research on K-12 Online and Blended Learning Degree Press
It has quickly become apparent in the past year that online learning is
not only an asset, but it is critical to the continued education of youth
during times of crisis. However, districts and schools across the nation
are in need of guidance and practical, research-backed approaches to
distance and hybrid learning. The current COVID-19 crisis has
demonstrated that effective learning in K-12 is possible, but many
districts struggled and continue to struggle in achieving that reality.
There is also the growing consensus that even if things “return to
normal,” distance and blended learning strategies should continue to be
employed in many ways across the K-12 environment. Designing Effective
Distance and Blended Learning Environments in K-12 provides key insights
into the ways that school districts and educators from across the world
have effectively designed and implemented distance and blended learning
approaches to enable and enhance student learning. The diverse collection
of authors from various demographics and roles in school systems will
benefit readers across a wide spectrum of school community stakeholders.
There will also be an emphasis on how research and theory is put into
practice, along with an honest discussion of what strategies and actions
were successful as well as those that were less so. This book is
essential for professionals and researchers working in the field of K-12

education, particularly superintendents, curriculum developers,
professional learning designers, school principals, instructional
technology specialists, and teachers, as well as administrators,
researchers, academicians, and students interested in the effective
practices being used in blended learning approaches.

Saving Schools IAP
Online and Hybrid Learning Trends and Technologies looks further into key aspects of
designing and delivering online and hybrid learning environments. The contributors continue
to focus on the instructional component of e-learning systems, looking at e-learning trends
and technologies such as the management of large classes, podcasts, the educational uses of
virtual worlds, and the development of virtual schools in North America and around the
world.
Distance Learning John Wiley & Sons
ACTIVE Learning for Exemplary Leaders The best leaders are the best learners. This
evidence-based truth has been a foundational principle of The Leadership Challenge since
it was first published nearly twenty-five years ago. In this new work, bestselling
Leadership Challenge authors Jim Kouzes and Barry Posner team up with experiential
learning expert Elaine Biech to bring today's leaders over 100 engaging activities
designed to expand and accelerate their leadership development efforts. Grounded in The
Five Practices of Exemplary Leadership� model, The Leadership Challenge Activities
Book includes tools, tips, and techniques for extraordinary training delivery; suggestions
for activity facilitation; an overview of The Five Practices model; and a broad selection of
activities for each of The Five Practices (Model the Way, Inspire a Shared Vision,
Challenge the Process, Enable Others to Act, and Encourage the Heart) as well as
several general leadership skills activities. World-class contributors to this unique
volume include Jean Barbazette, Geoff Bellman, Daryl Conner, Ann Hermann-Nehdi,
Beverly Kaye, Lou Russell, Cal Wick as well as a selection of Leadership Challenge
Certified Masters. While primarily designed for classroom training sessions, the activities
can easily be adapted for one-on-one coaching situations (including LPI feedback
coaching), educational classroom settings, or web-based learning sessions. A companion
website features the handouts and worksheets associated with some activities, which can
be reproduced and customized.

Wheelock's Latin Teachers College Press
Move leadership into the digital age Digital leadership is a strategic mindset
and set of behaviors that leverages resources to create a meaningful,
transparent, and engaging school culture. It takes into account recent
changes such as ubiquitous connectivity, open-source technology, mobile
devices, and personalization to dramatically shift how schools have been run
and structured for over a century. Leading in education becomes
exponentially powerful when using technology to your advantage. Eric
Sheninger—“Principal Twitter”—shares his Pillars of Digital Leadership to
help readers Transform school culture by initiating sustainable change Use
free social media tools to improve communication, enhance public relations,
and create a positive brand presence Integrate digital tools into the
classroom to increase student engagement and achievement Facilitate
professional learning and access new opportunities and resources The time
is now, whether you are a building level or teacher leader, to boldly move
schools forward in the digital age.
Developing Technology-Rich Teacher Education Programs: Key Issues Routledge
This all-inclusive guide to building and renovating schools covers every step of
the process – from initial planning, needs assessment and design, right through
moving into the new facility. An essential resource for anyone concerned with new
school construction or renovation, including architects and engineers, contractors
and project managers, facility managers, school administrators and school board
members, building committees, community leaders, and anyone else who wants to
ensure that the project meets the schools’ needs in a cost-effective, timely
manner. The contributors to this book – architects, construction project managers,
contractors, and estimators who specialize in school construction – provide start-

to-finish, expert guidance on the process. FEATURES: Includes guidance on:
Planning and design Selecting a design team Green design standards and
technologies Integrating computer and building automation technology Security
equipment, design approaches and cost issues Design considerations for specialty
spaces like performing arts centers, library/media centers, computer labs, and
science and art classrooms.
The Oxford Handbook of U.S. Education Law IGI Global
As online learning continues to become more prominent in K-12 education, it will be
important that teachers are knowledgeable about both the potential of online learning and
the challenges associated with moving curricula online. This book, written by a former
secondary online teacher who now teaches online instructional methods to practicing
K-12 teachers, addresses those challenges and offers practical, research-based
approaches to creating successful online learning experiences.

Library Services to Homeschoolers Springer Science & Business Media
“[Makaila] shoots straight about the pressures of growing up in such a highly
social climate and offers much-needed advice for other teens.” —David Boreanaz,
actor, director, producer of film and television Being a teenager today is one of the
hardest jobs in the world. You have grades to maintain, obligations to extra-
curricular activities, and soul-crushing pressure to excel at everything so colleges
take notice. On top of it all, you’re forced to act as your own public relations
manager because, thanks to social media, every bit of your life is on display. No
one knows that better than teen model, actress, and author Makaila Nichols.
Nichols’ book, Blatantly Honest, is filled with peer-to-peer advice on navigating
life as a teen in a world that begs young people to grow up before they’re really
ready. Unlike books for teens written from an adult perspective, Blatantly Honest
offers real, relatable advice based on lessons learned in today’s world. After all,
adults today have no experience being a teen in a social climate where peers have
immediate, constant access to one another. Despite her rising fame, Nichols has
struggled through body image issues, dating disasters, friendship failures and
bullying. In this refreshing, open, and honest book, Nichols offers hard-earned
advice on these tough topics and more. “It’s a daring undertaking to be honest
about ourselves. Makaila genuinely shares her experiences, and it is such a true
gift to her peers for them to realize that we all deal with our insecurities.”
—Frederique van der Wal, supermodel and entrepreneur “Makes you feel like
you’re talking with an older sister or a close friend—but this isn’t your mother’s
advice.” —Anna Caltabiano, teen author and influencer
Private Enterprise and Public Education John Wiley & Sons
21st Century Education: A Reference Handbook offers 100 chapters written by leading
experts in the field that highlight the most important topics, issues, questions, and
debates facing educators today. This comprehensive and authoritative two-volume work
provides undergraduate education majors with insight into the rich array of issues
inherent in education—issues informing debates that involve all Americans. Key Features:
� Provides undergraduate majors with an authoritative reference source ideal for their
classroom research needs, preparation for GREs, and research into directions to take in
pursuing a graduate degree or career � Offers more detailed information than
encyclopedia entries, but not as much jargon, detail, or density as journal articles or
research handbook chapters � Explores educational policy and reform, teacher education
and certification, educational administration, curriculum, and instruction � Offers a
reader-friendly common format: Theory, Methods, Applications, Comparison, Future
Directions, Summary, References and Further Readings 21st Century Education: A
Reference Handbook is designed to prepare teachers, professors, and administrators for
their future careers, informing the debates and preparing them to address the questions
and meet the challenges of education today.

Online Learning For Dummies Rowman & Littlefield
Practical and accessible, this book comprehensively covers everything you need
to know to design, develop, and deliver successful online, blended, and flipped
language courses. Grounded in the principles of instructional design and
communicative language teaching, this book serves as a compendium of best
practices, research, and strategies for creating learner-centered online language
instruction that builds students’ proficiency within meaningful cultural contexts.
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This book addresses important topics such as finding and optimizing online
resources and materials, learner engagement, teacher and student satisfaction and
connectedness, professional development, and online language assessment.
Teaching Language Online features: A step-by-step guide aligned with the
American Council on the Teaching of Foreign Languages (ACTFL), the Common
European Framework of Reference (CEFR) for Languages: Learning, Teaching and
Assessment, and the World-Class Instructional Design and Assessment (WIDA)
standards Research-based best practices and tools to implement effective
communicative language teaching (CLT) online Strategies and practices that apply
equally to world languages and ESL/EFL contexts Key takeaway summaries,
discussion questions, and suggestions for further reading in every chapter Free,
downloadable eResources with further readings and more materials available at
www.routledge.com/ 9781138387003 As the demand for language courses in
online or blended formats grows, K-16 instructors urgently need resources to
effectively transition their teaching online. Designed to help world language
instructors, professors, and K-12 language educators regardless of their level of
experience with online learning, this book walks through the steps to move from
the traditional classroom format to effective, successful online teaching
environments.

The Leadership Challenge IGI Global
Online education, both by for-profit institutions and within traditional
universities, has seen recent tremendous growth and appeal - but online
education has many aspects that are not well understood. The SAGE
Encyclopedia of Online Education provides a thorough and engaging
reference on all aspects of this field, from the theoretical dimensions of
teaching online to the technological aspects of implementing online
courses—with a central focus on the effective education of students. Key
topics explored through over 350 entries include: � Technology used in the
online classroom � Institutions that have contributed to the growth of online
education � Pedagogical basis and strategies of online education �
Effectiveness and assessment � Different types of online education and
best practices � The changing role of online education in the global
education system
Blatantly Honest Digital Learning Now!
During the mid-to-late 20th Century, education law emerged as a distinct
area of practice and scholarship in the United States. Attorneys began to
develop specialties representing school districts, students, parents, and
teachers, while law schools and colleges of education started to offer
courses about the legal regulation of K-12 public schools. The statutory and
common law governing schools grew rapidly, and developed in a manner that
often treated public schools differently from other governmental entities.
Now, law schools and colleges of education regularly offer an education law
course. Many states' school administrator certificates require some
familiarity with education law. The scholarly field of education law is rich
and deep. Attorneys play a key role in education policy, as do state and
federal legislatures and regulatory agencies. The issues range from school
funding to supporting English learners; from racial equality to teachers'
labor laws; from student privacy to school choice. Addressing those issues
and more, The Oxford Handbook of U.S. Education Law provides a
comprehensive overview of the current state of K-12 education law in the
United States. A number of foundational chapters present a synthesis of
general areas of law for those who seek an introduction. Dozens of other
chapters build on those foundations, diving into various topics in a nuanced,
yet accessible, way, creating value for those who seek to deepen or reframe
their knowledge about a specific issue. Throughout the volume and
especially in the last section, the authors also look to the future and thus
help shape the direction of the field.
Designing Effective Distance and Blended Learning Environments in K-12
John Wiley & Sons
Virtual schools are a result of widespread changes in knowledge about
learning, in available technology and in society. Virtual schooling is growing
in popularity and will continue to attract students because of the benefits it
offers over traditional schooling. Stakeholders in virtual schools need

information to guide their decisions. For the foreseeable future, virtual
schools will continue to meet diverse student needs, and to evolve in
response to further change. Development and Management of Virtual
Schools: Issues and Trends brings together knowledge of virtual schools as
a reference for scholars and other groups involved in virtual schools. The
chapters review best practice from concept and development, through
implementation and evaluation.
Distance Education Rowman & Littlefield
Primary and Secondary education is a formative time for young students. Lessons
learned before the rigors of higher education help to inform learners’ future
successes, and the increasing prevalence of learning tools and technologies can
both help and hinder students in their endeavors. K-12 Education: Concepts,
Methodologies, Tools, and Applications investigates the latest advances in online
and mobile learning, as well as pedagogies and ontologies influenced by current
developments in information and communication technologies, enabling teachers,
students, and administrators to make the most of their educational experience.
This multivolume work presents all stakeholders in K-12 education with the tools
necessary to facilitate the next generation of student-teacher interaction.
Blended IAP
The tools of communication technology have transformed socialization and
education of adolescents. They are the first generation to be growing up with the
Internet, cell phones, iPods, computers, electronic hand helds and satellite
television. Building friendships and social networks are common experiences
online. Most teenagers prefer the Internet as the main source of learning. Because
students know things that are unknown to teachers, their traditional relationship
can shift to provide greater benefit for both parties if they pursue reciprocal
learning. This book introduces a new set of core topics to reflect current
conditions of the adolescent environment instead of life in yesterday’s world. The
discussion shows how the Internet can be used to practice skills needed for
learning and working in the future. Visual intelligence and media literacy are
essential for critical thinking. Creative thinking should be encouraged in
classrooms and become a more common outcome of schooling. Social maturity can
improve when networking includes interaction with adults as well as peers.
Prevention of cheating and cyber abuse presents unprecedented challenges.
Understanding sexuality, nutrition, exercise, and stress contribute to a healthy
lifestyle. Teamwork skills, peer evaluation, and exercises for cooperative learning
groups are presented. Classroom applications address the practical concerns of
teachers. The book is organized in four domains of identity, cognitive, social, and
health expectations. Each chapter includes student polls to assess conditions of
learning and websites that augment the book content. The target audience is
prospective teachers, in-service teachers, and school administrators studying
adolescent development on campus and by distance learning.
Online Learning IGI Global
Distance Learning is for leaders, practitioners, and decision makers in the fields of
distance learning, e'learning, telecommunications, and related areas. It is a professional
journal with applicable information for those involved with providing instruction to all
kinds of learners, of all ages, using telecommunications technologies of all types. Stories
are written by practitioners for practitioners with the intent of providing usable
information and ideas. Articles are accepted from authors--new and experienced--with
interesting and important information about the effective practice of distance teaching
and learning. Distance Learning is published quarterly. Each issue includes eight to ten
articles and three to four columns, including the highly regarded "And Finally..." column
covering recent important issues in the field and written by Distance Learning editor,
Michael Simonson. Articles are written by practitioners from various countries and
locations, nationally and internationally. Distance Learning is an official publication of the
United States Distance Learning Association, and is co-sponsored by the Fischler School
of Education at Nova Southeastern University and Information Age Publishing.

Navigating The Digital Shift: Implementation Strategies for Blended and Online
Leraning Routledge
The intent of Diverse Students, Diverse Outcomes is not merely to reiterate how
to tweak the same things teachers and students have been doing for years but to
engage them in exploring what school could be like in the future. Schools must
restructure their facilities and teachers must draw upon a range of resources to
help diverse students succeed.
Web-Based Learning in K-12 Classrooms Routledge
This important volume features contributions by top virtual school practitioners and
experts in the field who talk about what virtual schools can do to plan for success. If you
are interested in the details of launching virtual learning options for your school, district,

region, or state, you likely have more questions than answers. Where do I begin? What
kind of personnel will I need? What providers and resources are available to me? How do
I hire and train teachers? What are the costs involved? This authoritative volume will
answer these questions and many more. Providing an overview of virtual schooling and e-
learning, along with detailed case studies and issues chapters, this essential volume
provides practical guidance and a brief plan for success roadmap for local schools
interested in starting a virtual learning program.

Digital Leadership SAGE Publications
A guide to earning a high school diploma through accredited online high-
school distance learning programs.
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